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Abstract
This article explores the task of linking written and audiovisual News, based on the use of semantic textual similarity metrics. It presents
a comprehensive study of different linking approaches with various configurations of inter-media or intra-media association. The
influence of document length and request length is also explored. It is shown that textual similarity metrics that have proved to perform
very well in the context of community question answering can provide efficient News linking metrics, whatever the media association
configuration.
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1. Introduction
Linking multimedia information has become an important
subject from several perspectives, ranging from helping
professional journalists in order to perform news analytics
to helping end-users to compare various sources of infor-
mation. Linking can be seen as an input for the design of
news exploration tools (e.g. (Bois et al., 2017b) or as an
input for the design of efficient search engines in order to
be able to retrieve related information. We propose to ad-
dress the latter use-case and we compare several similarity
metrics in various information retrieval configurations.
Multi-modal linking is a domain where semantic similar-
ities are searched among multi-modal documents and/or
across modalities. Video hyperlinking is a task in multime-
dia evaluation campains such as MediaEval (Eskevich et al.,
2014) or TRECVid (see e.g. (Bois et al., 2017c)). The ob-
jective here is to be able to link an anchor (a piece of a BBC
program which has been selected by experts as a segment of
interest) to other segments defined as targets, that can be ex-
tracted from 2,700 hours of programs. This task, similarly
to textual semantic similarity tasks, refers to homogeneous
data: the objective is to link a fragment to another fragment
from the same source. Some other works attempt to link
heterogeneous sources but from an alignment perspective
(e.g. books and movies (Zhu et al., 2015) or video lectures
and scientific papers (Mougard et al., 2015)).
In the News domain there has been several studies about
linking press articles with other information sources. (Aker
et al., 2015) explore linking press articles and comments
on the AT corpus (Das et al., 2014) which has been built
from article of The Guardian. Linking press articles and
Tweets have also been studied (Guo et al., 2013). (Bois et
al., 2017a) attempt to build graph representations for News
browsing. The authors have collected over a 3 week period
a corpus of documents in French including press articles,
videos and radio podcasts. Recently, the FrNewsLink cor-
pus (Camelin et al., 2018) has been released allowing sev-
eral multi-modal linking tasks to be addressed, with hetero-
geneous data from various sources and of various length.
We propose to study the impact of several semantic simi-
larity metrics on the task of retrieving related pieces of in-

formation on the basis of a request provided by a source
piece of information.
Semantic similarity between texts have been the subject of
several recent research challenges, e.g. (Cer et al., 2017)
for computing similarity between sentences, or (Nakov et
al., 2017) for the ranking of similar questions from a com-
munity forum, for a given question as a request. In these
challenges, many sophisticated systems have been devel-
oped, mainly in a supervised way, when training data was
available to learn how similar the paired texts were. Never-
theless, most of the proposed solutions were a supervised
combination of unsupervised similarity metrics. Among
these unsupervised similarity metrics, one appeared to per-
form noticeably well, in the case of Community Question
Answering: the soft-cosine measure, which take ad-
vantage of word-embeddings based word relations, in a
framework that generalizes the cosine similarity between
bag-of-words (Charlet and Damnati, 2017).
In this work, we propose to explore the potential of this
metric for linking heterogeneous data, namely written
News and topic fragments of audiovisual News, with exper-
iments on the FrNewsLink corpus. Section 2. presents this
corpus and the various linking tasks. Section 3. presents
the similarity metrics which are evaluated in section 4..

2. Corpus and linking tasks
2.1. Multimedia Corpus
We use FrNewsLink, a corpus which is publicly available
(Camelin et al., 2018). This corpus contains automatic tran-
scriptions of TV Broadcast News (TVBN) shows, as well
as texts extracted from on-line press articles of the same
period. The FrNewsLink corpus is based on 112 (TVBN)
shows from 8 different French channels recorded during
two periods in 2014 and 2015. Manual annotation for topic
segmentation is provided for TVBN, thus the corpus con-
tains mono-thematic segments of automatic transcriptions
of News. For this work, we use the set of TVBN shows that
have been collected during the 7th week of 2014, contain-
ing 86 news shows from 8 different channels, and yielding
an amount of 992 mono-thematic segments.
A set of 24,7k press articles published at the same period



has been gathered. Additionally, manual annotation is pro-
vided, that links press articles and TVBN segments. A
press article is linked to a TVBN segment if they are both
from the same day and if the title of the press article can be
considered as an acceptable title for the TVBN segment.

2.2. Inter-media linking
Thanks to this multi-media annotated corpus, we can evalu-
ate different inter-media linking tasks. One is to consider a
speech segment as a ”request” with the purpose of retriev-
ing all the press articles of the same day that are linked to
the segment. Conversely, we can consider a press article
as a ”request” and the task is to retrieve all the speech seg-
ments of the same day linked to the press article. Table 1
gives figures describing the corpus W07 14 (corresponding
to 7th week of 2014) in the inter-modal perspective.

# TVBN segments 992
# TVBN segments with at least one linked 707
press article
average number of linked press article per 11.1
segment with at least one linked article
# press article 5024
# press article with at least one linked 1784
TVBN news
average number of linked TVBN segments 4.4
per press article with at least one segment
# of inter-media linked pairs 7830
(TVBN segment with linked press article
of the same day)
# of potential pairs 734 113
(TVBN segments × press article
of the same day)
percentage of linked pairs among
potential pairs 1.1%

Table 1: W07 14 statistics for inter-media linking

2.3. Intra-media linking
From the above mentioned manually annotated corpus, we
can also build 2 intra-media linking tasks, through indirect
supervision.

2.3.1. Linking TV Broadcast News segments
We consider that 2 TVBN segments are linked if there ex-
ists at least one common press article linked to both seg-
ments. If 2 TVBN segments are linked to press articles
but without any article in common, we consider that these
2 segments are not linked. We cannot conclude about the
existence or the absence of a link between 2 TVBN seg-
ments which are not linked to any press article (they could
be linked, based on a topic which is not present in the press
article corpus). Thus, in order to explore linking between
TVBN segments, we restrict the corpus to the set of TVBN
segments having at least one linked press article. Table 2
presents the statistics related to this task.
It is worth noticing that among the 707 TVBN segments
which have at least one linked press article, 85% of them
(604) also have a link with another TVBN segment. Only
15% of the TVBN segments linked with press articles has

# TVBN segments (with at least one linked 707
press article)
# TVBN segments linked 604
with at least one TVBN segment
average number of linked segments 11.3
per segment with at least one linked segment
# of intra-media TVBN segments linked 6844
pairs of the same day
# of potential pairs of TVBN segments 76444
of the same day
percentage of linked pair 9.0%
among potential pairs

Table 2: W07 14 statistics for TVBN segments linking

no other linked segments. It means that a topic from a
TVBN show which is also present in written press, is very
likely to be addressed in other TVBN shows during the day.

2.3.2. Linking press articles
Conversely, we can apply the same approach to build a cor-
pus of linked press articles. We consider that 2 press articles
are linked if there exists at least one common TVBN seg-
ment linked to both articles. If 2 press articles are linked to
TVBN segments but without any one in common, we con-
sider that these 2 press articles are not linked. We cannot
conclude about the existence or the absence of a link be-
tween 2 press articles which are not linked to any TVBN
segments (they could be linked, based on a topic which is
not addressed in TVBN shows). Thus, in order to explore
linking between press articles, we restrict the corpus to the
set of press articles having at least one linked TVBN seg-
ment. Table 3 shows some statistics if we consider the task
of news retrieval for a given press article as a request. We

# press article (with at least one linked 1784
TVBN news)
# press articles linked
with at least one press article 1734
average number of linked articles
for an article with at least one linked article 20.8
# of linked pairs of articles
of the same day 36126
# of potential pairs of articles
of the same day 482132
percentage of linked pairs
among potential pairs 7.5%

Table 3: W07 14 statistics for press articles linking

can notice that among the 1784 press articles which have at
least one linked TVBN segment, 97% of them (1734) have
also a link with another press article. It means that once a
topic from on line press is also present on TV, it is highly
probable that other press articles deal with the same topic.
It emphasizes the phenomenon noticed in previous section
about TVBN. Thus, the existence, for a specific topic, of a
cross-media link between TV and on line press implies that
this topic has a high probability of being treated multiple
times within each media.



3. Similarity Metrics
3.1. Preprocessing and baseline
The texts are lemmatized and only the lemmas of adjec-
tives, verbs and nouns are selected. Okapi TF-IDFBM25

weights are estimated from the aggregated news corpus of
the whole week. Hence, text representation consists of a
weighted bag of lemmas. As a baseline similarity metrics,
a cosine similarity is computed between vectors X and Y
respectively representing texts TX and TY :

cos(X,Y ) =
Xt.Y√

Xt.X
√
Y t.Y

with Xt.Y =

n∑
i=1

xiyi (1)

3.2. soft-cosine similarity
When there are no words in common between texts TX and
TY (i.e. no index i for which both xi and yi are not equal
to zero), cosine similarity is null. However, even with no
words in common, texts can be semantically related when
the words are themselves semantically related. This is why
some authors (Sidorov et al., 2014) (Charlet and Damnati,
2017) have proposed to take into account word-level rela-
tions by introducing in the cosine similarity formula a
relation matrix M , as suggested in equation 2.

cosM (X,Y ) =
Xt.M.Y√

Xt.M.X
√
Y t.M.Y

(2)

Xt.M.Y =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

ximi,jyj (3)

where M is a matrix whose element mi,j expresses some
relation between word i and word j. With such a metric, the
similarity between two texts is non zero as soon as the texts
share related words, even if they have no word in common.
Introducing the relation matrix in the denominator normal-
ization factors ensures that the reflexive similarity is 1.
Here, M reflects the similarity between word embeddings.
This metric proved in SemEval2017 to be very efficient
to measure similarity between questions in social data
in order to address the Community Question Answering
task(Charlet and Damnati, 2017). As proposed in the pa-
per, the matrix element mi,j is computed as:

mi,j = max(0, cos(vi, vj))
2 (4)

where vi and vj are the embeddings for words i and j. They
are estimated with word2vec tool (Mikolov et al., 2013) on
the whole corpus of press articles of the given week.

3.3. Text Embeddings
A very simple yet efficient representation for texts consists
in simply averaging the embeddings of the words of the
text. It was used by many participants of the last SemEval
challenge on Community Questions Answering (Nakov et
al., 2017). Weighting the contribution of each word in the
average embeddings appears to give significant improve-
ment and to be competitive compared with other methods
of text embeddings (Arora et al., 2017). Thus, if xi is the
weight of word i and vi,k is the kth component of word i

in the embeddings space, the kth component of vector X̃ ,
which represents text TX is:

X̃k =
1∑
i xi

∑
i

xivi,k

The similarity measure wavg-w2v(X,Y ) between TX

and TY is then computed as the cosine between X̃ et Ỹ .

4. Experiments
4.1. Protocol and evaluation metrics
We adopt a general protocol, whatever the type of texts to
be linked (TVBN segments or press article). The task of
retrieving, for a given request, the linked texts, is evaluated
with Mean Average Precision (MAP). For a given request,
similarities between the request and all the potential texts of
the same day are computed, and the texts are ranked accord-
ing to decreasing similarity. MAP@10 is used to evaluate
the pertinence of the ranking of the 10 most similar texts.
MAP measures how well the texts that should be linked
(based on the ground-through annotations), are ranked be-
fore the non-linked texts, when the ranking is based on tex-
tual similarity metric.

As a complement to Information Retrieval evaluation, we
can also consider the task of detecting linked pairs, among
all potential pairs. Similarities are computed between all
potential pairs of texts, and those whose similarity is above
a certain threshold are considered as linked. For this set of
detected pairs, precision and recall rates can be computed,
as well as their harmonic mean, the F-measure. MAP and
F-measure reflect different points of view: MAP translates
the ability of the similarity metrics to rank the linked texts
before the non-linked texts, for a given text request, without
any notion of decision threshold. The F-measure addition-
ally measures the ability to set a threshold on the similar-
ity value in order to decide if a pair is linked or not, this
threshold being common to all requests. Beyond the ability
to rank, a good F-measure reflects the fact that similarity
metrics between different text pairs are comparable. In the
tables presented in the next section, the threshold is set a
posteriori, so as to get the maximal F-measure.

Press articles are composed of a title (the first line of the
extracted text) and a body (the rest of the text). Contrastive
experiments are systematically done, considering either the
title or the full article, to compute the similarity metrics.
In fact, text length of the elements to be linked is expected
to have a major influence on performances. Text length
is given in terms of different selected lemmas, which is
the size of the bag-of-words vector we keep. The average
length of TVBN segments is 42.1 words. For press arti-
cle, the average length of titles is 6.6 words, whereas the
average length of the full articles is 120.8 words.

4.2. Results
The first set of experiments reflect the condition where the
request is a TVBN segment. Table 2 presents the results for
TVBN segments linking. The task is to retrieve the TVBN
segments that address the same topic as the request TVBN
segment. soft-cosine and wavg-w2v, which are the



request: TVBN segment MAP@10 Fmax
target: cosine 0.896 61.5
TVBN segments soft-cosine 0.932 66.8

wavg-w2v 0.930 68.0

Table 4: TVBN segments intra-linking

request: TVBN segment MAP@10 Fmax
target: cosine 0.680 53.7
press article title soft-cosine 0.750 66.1

wavg-w2v 0.743 65.1
target: cosine 0.834 73.5
full press article soft-cosine 0.820 74.5

wavg-w2v 0.807 72.1

Table 5: linking press articles to TVBN segment

metrics which exploit word embeddings, perform equiva-
lently (with an advantage to wavg-w2v for Fmax) and sig-
nificantly better than the cosine metric. One can notice
that, if the MAP@10 gives pretty good performance, the F-
measure, which also involves a common decision threshold
on the metrics, is not so good.

Then, table 5 presents the results for linking TVBN seg-
ments to press articles, with 2 variants: first, the press arti-
cle is only represented by its title, second, the entire press
article is considered. When it comes to link TVBN seg-
ments towards very short texts (titles), performances are
worse than when the full article is considered. Interest-
ingly, while the metrics which use word-embeddings per-
form much better than the bag-of-words cosine for link-
ing towards titles, it is not the case for linking towards
longer texts. Indeed, the bag-of-words cosine obtains
the best MAP in this case. It is consistent with the fact
that the advantage of word-embeddings based metrics is to
measure a similarity even between texts without any word
in common. The shorter the texts, the more likely it is that
they do not share any word. When documents are long,
it is very probable that they have common words if they
are related. In this case, introducing semantic relations be-
tween words in the metrics can yield some noise by induc-
ing too many relations and the metrics loose in their ability
to rank target articles. However, when considering F-max,
soft-cosine performs the best whatever the length of
the target. This suggests that this metric remains better in
its ability to set a threshold for detecting similar pairs, as
the similarity values are more consistent.

Table 6 presents results obtained for the symmetric task: the
request is now the press article, which has to be linked to
TVBN segments. The variants considering only the title or
the entire press article as request are evaluated. Here again,
we can observe that performances obtained when using the
full article are better than the ones obtained with the title
only. It is also the cosine metric which is the most sen-
sitive to increasing request length: MAP raises from 0.761
with the title to 0.917 with the full article. wavg-w2v does
not benefit a lot from the increasing of text available in the

request: press article title MAP@10 Fmax
target: cosine 0.761 53.7
TVBN segments soft-cosine 0.889 66.1

wavg-w2v 0.887 65.1
request: full press article MAP@10 Fmax
target: cosine 0.917 73.5
TVBN segments soft-cosine 0.923 74.5

wavg-w2v 0.896 72.1

Table 6: linking TVBN segments to press articles

request: press article title MAP@10 Fmax
target: cosine 0.807 56.2
press article title soft-cosine 0.865 58.6

wavg-w2v 0.910 75.4
target: cosine 0.907 67.7
full press article soft-cosine 0.941 80.3

wavg-w2v 0.933 0.79.3
request: full press article MAP@10 Fmax
target: cosine 0.918 67.7
press article title soft-cosine 0.933 80.3

wavg-w2v 0.911 79.3
target: cosine 0.940 78.9
full press article soft-cosine 0.939 83.7

wavg-w2v 0.927 82.3

Table 7: Press articles intra-linking

request: its MAP starts at 0.887 with the title, and ends at
0.896 with the full article. soft-cosine performs best,
whatever the length of the request.

Finally, table 7 presents the results for intra-media press
article linking, with all the possible variants, whether the
request or the target are built with the title only or the
full article. When it comes to link short texts together
(title/title), wavg-w2v performs significantly better than
the other metrics. soft-cosine, which also used word-
embeddings, performs better than cosine, but not as good
as wavg-w2v. When it comes to link long texts together
(full/full), cosine and soft-cosine obtain the best
MAP. It is worth noticing that for an equivalent MAP,
cosine get a far worse F-max than the alternative met-
rics. For instance, in the case of (full/title), cosine and
wavg-w2v get a MAP around 0.91 but a F-max respec-
tively of 67.7 and 79.3. Likewise, in the case of (full/full),
cosine and soft-cosine get a MAP around 0.94 but a
F-max respectively of 78.9 and 83.7. It means that cosine
provides scores which are good for ranking, but not as good
as the other metrics for a global decision threshold. When
it comes to link content of very different lengths (full/title
or title/full), the soft-cosine performs the best.

5. Conclusion
We have shown in this article that similarity metrics that
have proved to perform well for social media linking can
be also very efficient for multi-media News linking. We
have proposed a comprehensive study which presents the
pros and cons of three different metrics in various inter-



media and intra-media linking configuration. We can draw
some specific conclusions about the metrics. The baseline
bag-of-words cosine is the most sensitive to the length of
texts to be linked. It performs the worst for very short texts,
and the best, or close to the best, for long texts. wavg-w2v
is the best metric by far when it comes to linking very short
texts together (title/title), but as soon as there is a mismatch
in the size of texts to be linked, soft-cosine is better.
In our experiments, the obtained MAP are pretty high, but
there is a lot of room for improvement for F-max. It means
that further work is necessary to make the metrics more
robust to global decision threshold.
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